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The secrets of the confessional are too important to be kept
secret, and Jonathan Romain shares them all in a rollercoaster
of crises, emotional traumas, moral dilemmas, attempts at
seduction, multiple murders, machievellian families, funerals
that go wrong, weddings that are hijacked, and how he had to
fight his way through a maze of other people’s sexual fantasies.
His previous careers – as a radio agony aunt, prison chaplain,
postman and nightclub bouncer – have helped him navigate
the human jungle and he takes us with him on a remarkable
journey spiced with wit and wisdom.
He reveals the extraordinary stories of ordinary people and
provides a window into the human condition, which may also
prove a mirror of ourselves. They range from the excruciating
to the magical, from the idiotic to the heroic, and they make a
fascinating story.
The adage that ‘truth is stranger than fiction’ applies in page
after page, and the book will leave readers amazed by the
situations that people get themselves into, as well as relieved
that they managed to avoid the worst of them. It is a wonderful
mix of humour and insights.





Candid, poignant and often hilarious memoir.
Author is a seasoned broadcaster and writer whose
wise and wry look at the nitty-gritty of everyday life
will be in demand.
Introduction by Maureen Lipman.
Print and broadcast media interest anticipated.
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Rabbi Dr Jonathan Romain is a writer and broadcaster, and
minister of Maidenhead synagogue. The author of The Jews of
England, he is also chair of the Accord Coalition on faith
schools. He writes for The Times, The Guardian, The
Independent, The Huffington Post and The Jewish Chronicle, and
appears regularly on radio and television.
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